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FILE AND ITEM LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF THE CECIL GERVASE HOPE-GILL COLLECTION

Box 1  Ethiopia

1/1  Ten “Epistles from Ethiopia”. TS copies of letters sent by CGHG from Addis Ababa, describing his journey there, the British Consulate, and the troubles of May 1936.
   16 March-30 June 1936.

Appendix to “Fourth Epistle” comprising: copies of telegrams sent from Addis Ababa to London 2-7 May 1936; Stordy’s report on the British Legation refugee camp, 2-7 May 1936; CGHG’s report on the measures taken for the safety of British subjects in addis Ababa, 15 May 1936.

Duplicate copies of “Epistles” 4-6 & 8-9.

Colin Hope-Gill’s excerpts from the “Epistles”.

1/2  Miscellaneous papers, Ethiopia 1936, including:
   Small correspondence on CGHG’s appointment and departure.

   Notes and letters sent to CGHG from other consular officials during the crisis of May 1936.

   Reports and correspondence regarding the rescue and relief of British and foreign nationals during the disturbances of May 2 to 6 1936. Ethiopia no. 5 (1936). HMSO, 1936.

   “Causes of the downfall of the Ethiopian armies”. anon. TS. 5 June 1936.

   MS map of East Africa; Italian map of East Africa - 1:3500000; plan of Addis Ababa, 1931.

1/3  Press-cutting relating to the troubles of May 1936.

Box 2  “From the womb to the tomb”, with four appendices: CGHG’s memoirs, TS, n.d.